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In this paper, by applying the functional-representations of normal
operators in Hilbert spaces to Somewhat abstracted and generalized
integral equations, we shall illustrate that the expansions of solutions
of such integral equations can be discussed by using integral operators
alone even if we do not give any analytic condition from which the
expansions of their corresponding kernels can be deduced.
Definitions of notations. Let A be a Lebesgue a-measurable set
of finite or infinite measure in real m-dimensional Euclidean space
R; let L(/, a) be the Lebesgue functionspace; let {F,(x)},=,, and
{(x)}=,, be both incomplete orthonormal systems such that the
union of them forms a complete orthonormal system in L.(2, a); let
(/.) be an infinite bounded normal matrix with
I/. :/:I/,I0
(i- i, 2, 3, ...); let ())- (/) (p- i, 2, 3,
n) where ,-u/()-/u
(i, 3"-1, 2, 3,...); let {2,}=,, be any infinite bounded sequence of
complex scalars; and for any positive integer p with l<=p<=n and
h(x) L.(z/, a) let N be an integral operator defined by
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where c is an arbitrarily given complex constant.
Theorem 68. Let g(x) be an arbitrarily given function in the
subspace
and let (p-l, 2, 3,
determined by {(x)},=,,
n)
be the roots of the equation + a--O with complex coecients
a. Then the integral equation
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has a uniquely de$ermined solution
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